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The Intelligence Community (IC)
should be reorganized to more con

certedly, effectively, and efficiently
address todays national security

intelligence needs. No one (except
the Director of Central Intelli

gence) and no organizational entity
is actually responsible for bringing
together in a unified manner the

entire IC�s collection and analytic
capabilities to go against individual

national security missions and

threats, such as terrorism, North

Korea, the proliferation of weap

ons of mass destruction, and China.

To correct this deficiency, the IC

must:

� Refocus its management and

organizational structure around

substantive national security mis

sions rather than collection;

� Create new Community-wide,
mission-oriented centers; and

� Have a leader who is truly �in

charge.�

Taken together, these changes
would fundamentally revamp the

way the IC functions.

Previous Reform Efforts

Reorganizing the IC is not a new

idea. Over the past 50-plus years,

more than 20 official commissions

and executive branch studies have

proposed organizational and

administrative adjustments to

improve the operation of the IC.

Many of these previous efforts have

espoused similar recommenda

tions, such as enhancement of the

Director of Central Intelligence�s
(DCI�s) authority to manage pro

grams, personnel, and resources

across the Community, or the cre

ation of a new position�Director
of National Intelligence (DNI)�to

run the IC, leaving the DCI to man

age the CIA.

� As early as 1949, the first Hoover

Commission called for the CIA to

he the �central� organization of

the national intelligence system.

� In 1955, the second Hoover Com

mission recommended that the

DCI concentrate on his Commu

nity responsibilities and that an

�executive officer� oversee the

day-to-day operations of the CIA.

� In 1971, the Schlesinger Report
discussed creation of a DNI, hut

did not propose establishing such

a position over the DCI. Instead,

the report simply recommended

that the nation needed a strong
DCI who could control intelli

gence costs and production.

� In 1976, the Senate Select Com

mittee to Study Government

Operations with Respect to Intelli

gence Activities (the Church

Committee) issued a report that,
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Reorganizing the IC

The escalation of

transnational threats and

iizter a/ia, recommended thai

national intelligence funding be

appropriated to the DCI, thereby
giving him control over the entire

IC budget. The report also rec

ommencled separating the DCI

from the CIA

� In 1992, proposed legislation from

Senator Boren and Representative

McCurdy called for a DNI with

programming and reprogramming
authority over the entire IC and

the ability to temporarily transfer

personnel among IC agencies.

� In 1996, the House Permanent

Select Committee on Intelligence
produced a staff study�IC�21:
The Intelligence C�omiiiiiiim� in

the 2/st cwiti,rj��that called for

more corporateness across the

Community and strengthened
central management of the IC by

providing the DCI additional

actministi�ative and resotirce

authorities It also proposed con

solidaring all technical collection

activities into one large agency;

refining the �center� concept as

employed by the CIA; and creat

ing two deputy DCIs, one for

Analysis and one for Community
Management, including collection.

None of the recommendations that

wotilcl fundamentally alter the man

agement or organizational structtire

nf the IC and significantly
strengthen the DCI�s managerial
authorities over the IC have been

implemented. Today, the DCI�s

only real authorities are related to

managing the CIA, not the Intelli

gence Community Moreover,

previous recommendations for

change failed to consider fully the

fundamental problem plaguing the

IC. The Community is not man

aged or organized to directly
address national security missions

and threats- �I�he Community con�

demands for

peacemaking have

increased the imperative
to strengthen the

management of US

Inteffigence writ large.

tinues to have a�stovepipe�
collection h)cus From a manage

ment and organizational
perspective, the Coninutnitv today
is not much different than it was in

1947 when the National Security
Act was passed

A More Complex World

Demands Change

In recent years, the escalation of

transnational threats and demands

for peacemaking a round the world

have increased the imperative to

strengthen the management and

organization of US Intelligence writ

Iarge�the National Foreign Intelli

gence Program (NFIP, referred ro in

this article as the IC). and the Joint

Military Intelligence Program and

Tactical Intelligence and Related

Activities tJMIP and TIARA),

organic fbI) intelligence activities

supporting military operations. The

Department of Defense already

intends to reorganize intelligence
activities under its direct control by

creating, with Congressional sup

port, a DoD intelligence czar, the

Under Secretary of Defense (Intelli

gence), or USD11). This new

position is needed because during
the tight resource years of the

1990s, the military services reduced

their organic tactical intelligence
capabilities, trading them for the

new weapons and opera

tions/maintenance activities needed

to preserve readiness With the

lack of intelligence investment, the

military, for the most part, stopped
making any distinction between

national and tactical/operational

intelligence capabilities. Today, the

Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), the Com

batant Commanders, and the

services essentially presume that

the DCI will provide the tactical

intelligence they need to conduct

militant operations. This reliance

on national systems threatens not

only military operational capabili
ties, hut also our ovei�a II strategic
national sectirity posture.

�l�he country�s sectirity requii�es that

both national a nd tact cal intelli

gence capabilities he managed and

organized effectively It would

degrade the iC�s ability to support

overall national security if the

national�level intelligence capa bil

ties of the NFIP �crc to he

transformed into purely tactica~

capabilities to meet military opera
tional needs. National intelligence
is intended to provide critical infor

mation to help protect against a

strategic surpnse, providing policy�
makers ample time to develop a

response�whether cI iplomatic, mu�

itaiy. or otherwise. Moreover,

national intelligence provides
shorter�term indications and warn

ings about possible impending
problems to help policymakers
forestall more immedi;tte military
and other conflicts Tactical intelli

gence supporting military

operations is pnmarily needed once

a conflict has begun�~f course,

planning and funding for such

intelligence capabilities must he

accomplished before the conflict.

Efforts to redirect national�Level

intelligence (NFIP) funding toward

purely tactical intelligence capabili
ties would reduce the DCI�s ability
to provide the information

demanded by his national custom

ers�including the President.
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Reorganizing the IC

�
Today�s IC is organized

by collection

members of the National Security
Council. other Cabinet officials, and

the Congress.

The USDG), hopetuliv. will concen

trate on tactical/operational
intelligence issues within DoD.

Currently, no one in the Depart
ment of Defense is in charge of

determining �vhat tactical intelli

gence capabilities are needed to

support militan� operations, and

organizing and implementing a 5cr-

vice-~vide process to ensure that

such capabilities are developed and

funded. The USD0) should accom

plish these tasks by directly
managing JMIP and TIARA and

organizing TIARA into a function

ing program.

The new global order, however,
also calls for a fundamental rethink

ing of how the Intelligence
Community (the NFIP) should be

managed and organized to support
critical strategic intelligence needs.

focus on Missions

The managerial and organizational
emphasis in the IC should he on

national security missions and

issues. Todays IC, however, is

organized by collection �stove-

pipes,� essentially independent

agencies responsible for specific

types of collection activity Signals
intelligence is handled by the

National Security Agency (NSA),

imagery intelligence by the National

Imagery and Mapping Agency
(NIMA�), and human intelligence by
the CIA and the Defense Intelli

gence Agency. As a result, the IC�s

emphasis presently is on the type

of collection, first, and substantive

missions/issues, second.

This structure creates a strange and

dangerous managerial situation

�stovepipes.�

because no organization or person

in the IC (except the DCI�) is acm-

ally responsible For tor can he held

accountable for) success or failure

against the primary national secu

rity missions of the Community.

such as countering terrorism or

understanding the threat from

North Korea. Instead, the IC is

managed and organized pi�imarilv
according to analytic and collec

tion capabilities that are needed to

carry out these missions. No IC�

wide operational organization exists

to direct the collective activities of

these stovepipe capabilities against

specific national security missions.

Although the collection agencies
are needed to manage how collec

tion activities are implemented.
what these agencies collect (and

analyze) needs to be substantively
managed in a centralized way by
mission/issue. If the President, the

DCI, or the Congress has an intelli

gence question, they should he

able to do one-stop shopping
based on the issue, not based on

how intelligence was collected or

analyzed.

�Centerize� the IC

To implement a new substantive

mission focus, the IC needs to cre

ate Community�wide stibstantive

analytic/collection centers that

would deal with major threats to

our national security (ic,, terror

ism) and major regional/countiy
areas (i.e., China). Such centers

n�iust he truly Community�wide
organizations. They should be:

� Responsible for substantively
managing IC�wide analysis and

collection on their respective
issue areas. �Ibis means that the

centers would he in charge of the

Comnninity�s analysis on their

issues. and receive and direct all

IC collection against these issues.

� Populated by suhstantive analytic
experts and collection disci�

pline/svstem experts from across

the IC. These officers, \vllile

working for the director of the

center. w�)uld he performing the

functions of their home compo

nent/agency within an IC setting.
Such an arrangement would

improve collection by directly

connecting the collection compo

nents/agencies to the substantive

analytic efforts of the IC.

� Headed by officers \\�orking for

the DC!.

� Members of the national�level

requirements. analytic. and collec

tion boards: the Mission

Requirements Boa i�d, the National

Intelligence Analysis and Produc

tion Board. and the National

Intelligence Collection Board

The analytic and collection agen

cies would become advisors,

instead of members, to these

boa rds.

� Advisor�s, providing direct inptit.

to the DCI�s Community program

and budget process. This

arrangement would further ensure

that ftinding for analytic and col

lection issues is appropriately
prioritized within the IC budget
and supports the DCI�s strategic
direction for the IC,
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Reorganizing the IC

�
To make the IC-wide

The centers, in turn, would he

managed by a centralized IC corpo

ration, supported by multiple
subsidiarie& This central corpora

tion would help the IC become a

real� entity; not the loose group

ing of separately managed multiple
agencies that it is today. The cen

tralizing organization�the
coTporation�should be the Central

Intelligence Agency, but not the

CIA as it is organized today. The

new CIA would be driven by the

centers, not the existing director

aces, and have an IC-wide focus

and mission.

The CIA would he reorganized by
making the IC centers the major
sub-units, comparable to today�s
directorates. The centers would

not he located within an existing
CIA directorate. The Directorates

of Intelligence (DI). Operations
(DO.), and Science and Technology
(DS&T) would continue, hut the

centers (separate from the director-

aces) would he the substantive

analytic/collection focal points
within the CIA and the entire IC,

The other intelligence agencies�
and the DI, DO. and DS&T�

would, in effect, work for these

centers and provide people to man

them These new CIA centers

would represent a radical depar
ture from the way the CIA�and the

IC�operates and is managed
today.

The IC corporation, the CIA, would

need a few other adjustments to

enable it to manage the new cen

ters effectively. The DCI, as head

of the corporaiion (CIA) and all of

its subsidiaries (NSA, NIMA, etc.).

mtist he tied directly to his Commu

nity staff; therefore, the Office of

the Deputy Director of Central

Intelligence for Community Man

ageinent (DDCI/CM) should he

moved into CIA proper. The CiA

centers and the

reorganized CIA a reality,
the DCI must truly be the

head of thç entire

Con�nnunity.

would then have two Deputy
Directors of Central Intelligence
(DDCIs):

One DDCI would manage the IC-

wide substantive analytic/collec

tion centers This DDCI would

also he i�esponsihle for the CIA

direciorates (DO, Dl. DS&T) and

other functions/activities per

formed by the CIA�s operationally-
related components (such as the

mission support offices).

A second DDCI would manage IC-

wide processes, including the

requirements, analytic, and collec

tion boards; and the IC-wide

strategic planning, policy, pro

gram. and budget processes. This

DDCI would also he responsible
for other IC-wide functions/activi

ties, such as those conducted in

the offices of the Assistant DCI for

Analysis and Prcicluction, the Assis

tant DCI for Collection.

Congressional Affitirs, the Genera)

Counsel, and the Inspector
General.

Together, the two DDCIs would he

accountable to the DCI to assure

the complete integration of intelli

gence analysis and collection needs

into IC-wide processes that strategi

cally, as well as operationally, lead

and manage intelligence activities

and resources.

DCI in Charge

To make the IC-wide centers and

the reorganized CIA a reality, the

DCI must truly he the head of the

entire Community. This would

require the DCI to receive adcli

tional authorities over IC personnel,
agency directors, and budget
Without such new authorities, the

centers and the revamped CIA

would not he able to function, and

today�s reality would continue�

with no one person in charge of

the IC and no one person held

accountable for its successes and

failures Specifically, the DCI

would need the authority tu:

Move any IC employee any

where in the Community at any

time. The centers must he popu

latecl with qualified experts from

across IC agencies The DCI

must be able to direct IC agen
cies to provide the officers

necessary for the centers to func

tion properly. This would not

require a uniform personnel sys

tem across the IC; ii would,

however, require ne\\� legislation.

Hire/remove IC agency heads in

consultation with the Secretary of

Defense. If the DCI is to he in

charge, the agency heads must

\vork for the DCI and manageri
ally he subordinate to the DCI.

This arrangement would reverse

today�s siruation where the Secre

tars� of Defense selects IC agency
heads in consultation with the

DCL New legislation would he

needed to effect this change.

Move funding within or across 1C

agenctes at any time with Con

gressional approval. While the

DCI already has the authority to

propose the annual IC budget to

the President and the Congress,
he also would need the indepen
dent ability to move funding
around in the year of execution.

At present, the Secretary of

Defense must also approve such
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Reorganizing the IC

�reprogrammings� because most

of the IC funding is appropriated
to him The DCI cannot he in

charge of the IC if he must ask

the Secretary of Defense to let

him reprogram Community
money. This would not necessar

ily require appropriating IC

funding to the DCI; it might he

accomplished hy delegating the

Secretary of Defenses authority
over IC funding to the DCI, eirher

by Presidential direction or by

legislation.

�Jointness� Within the IC

With the above adjustments, this

proposal would roughly create an IC

version of the Department of

Defense�s joint military command
structure, where the JCS, the

regional Combatant Commanders,
and the services function together

In the IC, the DCI�s staff under the

DDCI and DDCI/CM would carry

out functions comparable to the JCS;

the new CIA centers would he

equivalent to the combatant com

manders~ and the CIA directorates

and the other IC agencies would

represent the services

This type of jointness could also

help the DCI attract topnotch offic

ers to his IC staff and the centers,

by designating some of the posi

tions in these organizations as

joint,� comparable to the way the

military does in the JCS and com

bat commander staffs. If having
served in such a joint IC position

were required for higher-level posi

tions within the IC agencies,

hopefully the best and brightest
would apply

Conclusion

The changes recommended in this

paper would fundamentally alter

how the IC actually functions, mak

ing substantive national security

missions/issues/threats the driving

nmnagerial force across the IC, and

creating organized entities with

someone in charge who is respon

sible for Community-wide efforts

against specific national security
missions This arrangement would

dramatically reduce the intelli

gencc collection (stovepipe)

management and organizational ori

entation of the IC. Moreover, it

would place a DCI with expanded
authorities at the top of an organi

zation, the Central Intelligence

Agency, that has an IC-wide (cor

porate) mission, responsibility, and

authority.
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